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Yearbook Options 

May Be Obtained 

By Seniors Now

Techniche, the Institute yearbook, advises that all Seniors secure app 

ointments for their yearbook pictures by next Tuesday. Originally, the 

period for obtaining these appointments was to end today, but due to a slow 

response the time has been extended. These appointments may be made at the 

Techniche booth in the lobby of Building 18.

The fee for taking the photo and including it in the yearbook will be $3.00, payable when the picture is taken. This amount will be credited toward all purchases of photos exceeding $2.50.

An option sale will also be held at this time. If an option is bought it will 
give the purchaser a $1.00 discount on the price of the book.

"Echoes from the Past"

There lies a very interesting section in The Tech for September 27, 1915. By way of explanation, that very editor of 1915-16 believed "it would be a fair accomplishment in a very short time has taken over forty years to achieve. We reprint the editorial, as it appeared in Volume XXI, No. 1:"

With the advent of new freshmen, that old idea, three-horner, if nothing else, comes around that it is up to the sophomores to make as big a ripple as they can in the equanimity of the initial meeting or dinner of the freshmen, and the freshmen in turn must try to make themselves disagreeable to sophomores. But such attempts are always marked by such a lack of completeness, general enthusiasm, or approval that their discontinuance is evidently a matter of but a few years.

"Why tolerate them any longer? If the Institute was in a little village where such attempts might prove effective, another line of attack might have to be followed to show that these are not the aristocrats that are. But we are in a big city and all these attempts have resulted in the estimation of those upon whom we depend for efficiency.

"Everyone will say that such outbursts are good as relief from our far-famed insane soil, but is this necessary? Have many have ever felt any great relief after a dunking in the Iona pond, a bouncing down Regents' stairs, or any one of those pleasant reminiscences? There is sometimes lost weight after the event in the Army of well-fed.

"There is an event which serves of all the members of the Institute that are frustrated by the Official Dormitory Puzzle, in room 1-101."

"AMOERAS?"

There will be a meeting at 5:00 p.m. of all members of the House, of whom are frustrated by the Official Dormitory Puzzle, in room 1-101. Bring your own biology hats.

"UPPERCLASSMEN!"

You don't have to wait in line! You don't need an option! It won't cost you $9.50! Buy your "Junior Prom-FIELD DAY WEEKEND" picture, payable when the picture is taken, for $3.00, payable when the picture is taken.

"Arthur's Flower Shop"

Mass Avenue Circle 3-2205

"Success Story"

Camel - America's most popular cigarette... by far!
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